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Formation of the little children of the Divine Will 

From the Writings of the Servant of God Luisa Piccarreta 

 

In the Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen 

The Command Prayer 
Abba Father, In the name of Jesus, in the Unity and Power of the Holy Spirit, under the Mantle of Mary, with all 

the Angels and Saints, through the Intercession of The Servant of God Luisa Piccarreta.  

please take my humble prayer and make it Your Command, 
that heroic souls come forth to Live In the Divine Will, one with Luisa, to form the Principal Ways of Its Kingdom, and 

that the generations find the Ways to Enter Into the Divine Will. 

please take my humble prayer and make it Your Command, 
that with the reunion of priests, the Church will be saved from the shipwreck caused by the storm. 

please take my humble prayer and make it Your Command, 

that that as You left Your Queen Mama to give start to the Kingdom of Redemption,  

She, True Sun in the midst of the Apostles,  

may we, still in the exile, be one with Luisa, so that priests might draw from us, one with our mother Luisa,  

what can serve as light, as guidance, as help, to give start to making known the Kingdom of Your Divine Will. 

This will be the beginning of the Coming of Your Kingdom upon earth, 

and of the Final Fulfillment of Your Will. 

Let all be accomplished and completed in Your Most Holy Divine Will.  

Fiat!  

Amen! 

 

 

V33 – 3.4.34 - So my sweet Jesus, surprising me with His brief little visit, told me:  “My little daughter of My Will, how 

Beautiful It is; the creature cannot receive greater honor than that of becoming admitted within It.  The instants, the littlest 

Acts done in It, embrace centuries; and since they are Divine, they are invested with such Power that what one wants to do 

with them—everything he can do and everything he can obtain.  The Divine Being remains bound in these Acts, because 

they are His Acts, and He must give them the Value that they merit.  Besides this, you must know that the Acts done in My 

Will form the ways that must serve souls in order to let them enter into It, and they are so very necessary that if heroic souls 

do not first come forth to Live in It in order to form the principal ways of Its Kingdom, the generations, not finding the 

ways, will not know what to do in order to enter into My Will.   

            “My daughter, in order to form a city, first the ways are formed, that form the order that a city must have, and then 

the foundations are cast in order to construct it.  If the ways are not formed—the exits, the communications that it must 

have, are not formed—there is the danger that instead of a city, the citizens could form for themselves a prison, because the 

ways not being provided, they do not know where to go out.  Do you see how necessary the ways are?  Now, the city without 

way is the human will that, closed in its prison, has closed all the ways in order to enter into the Celestial City of My Divine 

Will.  Now the soul who enters into It breaks the prison, knocks down the unhappy city without ways, without exits, and 

united with the Power of My Volition, the Divine Engineer forms the plan of the city, orders the ways, the communications, 

and acting as Insuperable Craftsman, forms the New Citadel of the soul with such Mastery as to form the ways of 

communication in order to let other souls enter and form so many citadels in order to be able to form a Kingdom.  The first 

will be the model of the others.  See, therefore, what the Acts done in My Will serve.  They are so very necessary for Me, 

that without them the way would be lacking in order to let It Reign.  Therefore I want you always in My Will, never come 

out of It if you want to render your Jesus content.” 

V35 – 10.31.37 - “These Acts are Divine; they are able to form the passport for other creatures, to let them enter the Kingdom 

of Our Will.  They will give a Child to Our Kingdom, so that the more Acts will be performed in Our Volition, the more 

populated Our Kingdom will be, and all the Good will overflow to those who have been the first to give life to My Will in 

their acts.  You must know that the first passports were formed by Me, and by My Celestial Mother, for the first Children 
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of My Will.  These passports carry My Signature, written with My Blood and with the sufferings of the Most Holy Virgin.  

All other passports still need My Signature; otherwise they would not be recognized.” 

 

 

V10 – 3.26.11 - ‘My Most Sweet Mama, what sad times we are in. Tell me, is it really true that Jesus wants the reunions of 

priests?’ And She: "He surely does, because the waves are rising too high, and these reunions will be the anchors, the lamps, 

the helm, with which the Church will be saved from shipwreck caused by the storm. In fact, while it will appear that the 

storm has submerged everything, after the storm it will be seen that the anchors, the lamps, the helm - that is, the most stable 

things in order to continue the life of the Church – are still there. But – oh, how vile, cowardly and hard-hearted they are! 

Almost none of them moves, while these are times for works. The enemies are not resting, while they remain there in 

sluggishness – but, so much the worse for them." 

V25 – 1.13.29 - "Now, My daughter, the Kingdom of Redemption and the Kingdom of My Divine Fiat hold hands, and 

since It is also a universal good, such that, if they want it so, all can enter into It, it is necessary that many know the news 

about It, and that It be conceived in the minds, in the words, in the works and hearts of many, so that, through prayers, 

desires, and a holier life, they may dispose themselves to receive the Kingdom of My Divine Will into their midst. If the 

news is not divulged, My manifestations will not act as trumpeters, nor will the knowledges about My Divine Fiat fly from 

mouth to mouth, forming the conception of It in the minds, prayers, sighs and desires of creatures. My Divine Volition will 

not make Its triumphant entrance, of coming to reign upon earth.  

"How necessary it is that the knowledges about My Fiat be known; not only this, but that it be made known that My Divine 

Will already wants to come to reign on earth as It does in Heaven into the midst of creatures. And it is to the priests, as to 

new prophets, through the word as well as through writing and through works, that the task is given of acting as trumpeters 

in order to make known what regards My Divine Fiat; nor would their crime be lesser than that of the Prophets, had these 

hidden My Redemption, if they do not occupy themselves as much as they can with what regards My Divine Will. They 

themselves would be the cause of a good so great being neither known nor received by creatures; and to suffocate the 

Kingdom of My Divine Will, to keep suspended a good so great, such that there is no other similar to it—is this perhaps not 

a crime? Therefore, I recommend to you: on your part, do not omit anything, and pray for those who must occupy themselves 

with making known a good so great." 

Then He added with a more tender and afflicted tone: "My daughter, this was the purpose for which I permitted the necessity 

of the coming of the priest—that you might deposit in them, as a sacred deposit, all the truths that I have spoken to you 

about My Divine Fiat, and that they be attentive and the faithful executors of what I want—that is, that they make the 

Kingdom of My Divine Will known. Be certain that I would not have permitted their coming if not for the purpose of 

fulfilling My great designs over the destiny of the human family.  

"And just as in the Kingdom of Redemption I left My Queen Mama in the midst of the Apostles, so that, together with Her, 

helped and guided by Her, they might give start to the Kingdom of Redemption—because the Sovereign Queen of Heaven 

knew more than all of the Apostles, She was the most interested; it can be said that She kept It formed within Her maternal 

Heart, therefore She could very well instruct the Apostles in the doubts, in the way, in the circumstances; She in the same 

way, for the Kingdom of My Divine Fiat, having placed in you the deposit of It, I keep you in the exile still, so that the 

priests might draw from you, as from a new mother, what can serve as light, as guidance, as help, to give start to making 

known the Kingdom of My Divine Will. And as I see their little interest—if you knew how much I suffer…. Therefore, 

pray, pray." 

 

THEN THE FORMATION BOOKLET… 

- Bucci and Vatican Biographies – knowing Luisa 

- preliminary teachings  such as V12 – Renewal of humanity; V24 – Analogy between Eden and Calvary, etc. 

- Virgin Mary 
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- Hours of Passion 

- Volumes 1-10 How to become a Divine Mirror 

- Volumes 11-19 How to Live in the DW by the Power of the Holy Spirit 

-Volumes 20-36 How to receive the Divine Inheritance of God the Father 

-Praying Rounds 

- Never neglecting Our Lady’s Rosary 

- New Way for priests to conduct themselves – Houses of Resurrection of the Faith – St. Philip Neri 

- Consecration to the Holy Angels 

- Consecration to St. Annibale Di Francia, First Apostle and Who’s Mission it is to make the DW known 

-Fulfillment of various prophecies  

–incorporating Holy Scripture  

-Catechism 

 

 

 

 

 


